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Healthhound.org Are Planning an Acai Max Review Webinar

Healthhound.org is about to set up an Acai Max review webinar. The health hound team hope
to provide a lot of valuable info about the product during the webinar.

Houston, TX. (PRWEB) December 02, 2011 -- Healthhound.org is currently planning an Acai Max review
webinar at the beginning of 2012. Those people who have used the product and are followers of the health
hound site are being encouraged to log onto the webinar and leave their reviews of Acai Max.

David Chastener, one of the organizers behind the Acai Max review webinar said “I have a strong interest in
this area because I have used some Acai products myself in the past two years. I had some good results with the
products and I am really interested to see how this latest product, Acai Max, will do when the public put it to
the test. I can only hope that it lives up to the quality that I have experienced before from Acai”.

There is only one condition that goes along with joining the Acai Max review webinar and giving a review and
that is that people have tried the product previously and that they have something to say about it.

On the day of the webinar itself the organizers will be giving as much time as possible to the each individual to
put forward their review of the Acai Max product and people on the listening side of the webinar will be able to
listen into the reviews that these people are giving. The health hound team hope that the day itself will be very
informative for people who have not yet used the Acai Max product.

The health hound team realize that even though we are approaching the end of the year, that some people will
still find it difficult to wait for the webinar to get the information that they need and that they will probably be
looking around for weight products between now and then. The health hound team have decided therefore to
put a free report on the site that helps people with fast and easy ways to lose weight.

It can now be downloaded for free at http://www.healthhound.org/acai-max-cleanse/.
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Contact Information
Keith Baxter
Acai Max Review
http://www.healthhound.org/acai-max-cleanse/
713-392-6222

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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